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Computer Science 106 (1992) 351-360. 
By proving exponential lower and polynomial upper bounds for parity decision trees and collecting 
similar bounds for nondeterministic and co-nondeterministic decision trees, the complexity classes 
related to polynomial-size deterministic, nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic, parity, and alternat- 
ing decision trees are completely separated. Considering alternating decision trees, it is shown that 
the number of alternations between, say, v-nodes and A -nodes strongly influences their computa- 
tional power. 
Introduction 
One of the hardest problems in complexity theory is to separate complexity classes, 
especially those of feasible problems. Although complexity classes like L, NL, or 
P have been identified and investigated for a long time, no considerable success was 
achieved till now in separating these classes. However, a most promising approach for 
doing this is to investigate the corresponding nonuniform complexity classes. These 
nonuniform classes can be described by means of circuit-based computation devices 
such as Boolean circuits, formulas, decision trees, or branching programs, to which 
combinatorial techniques and counting arguments can be applied more directly than 
to the very complex Turing machines. Indeed, the first exponential lower bounds were 
proved for some restricted types of Boolean circuits and branching programs. Besides 
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exponential lower bounds for monotone circuits [2, 133, and for bounded-depth 
circuits [7, 171, exponential lower bounds have been obtained for decision trees and 
for read-once-only branching programs [l, 4, 151. Moreover, by means of certain 
exponential lower and polynomial upper bounds it was proved in [8, 111 that 
nondeterministic (or, equivalently, disjunctive), co-nondeterministic (or, equivalently, 
conjunctive), as well as alternating branching programs are strictly more powerful 
than deterministic ones under the read-once-only restriction. However, almost no- 
thing is known for parity branching programs which represent the remaining fifth 
computing concept in a classification given in [ 10, 111. 
In order to settle this question we start in the following with the investigation of 
tree-structured Q-branching programs, Q z Et,, which are known in the case Sz = @ as 
decision trees. After classifying Q-decision trees into the five types of ordinary, 
disjunctive, conjunctive, parity, and alternating decision trees, we establish strong 
differences in the computational power of all these five types by proving exponential 
lower and polynomial upper bounds. Deriving such bounds for parity decision trees 
we confirm, at least under some additional conditions, for the first time the assump- 
tion that the parity branching program concept differs from the well-known concepts 
of deterministic, nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic, and alternating branching 
programs. Moreover, considering the nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic and 
parity computation concepts we prove, in terms of Q-decision trees, that none of them 
can be dominated by one or two of the remaining concepts and that alternating 
decision trees are stronger than nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic and parity 
decision trees together. Finally, we show that the number of alternations between, say, 
v -nodes and A -nodes in alternating branching programs strongly influences the 
computational power of those devices. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, after introducing and classifying 
Q-decision trees (Theorem 1.1) we characterize their computational power in terms of 
certain normal forms (Proposition 1.3). Then, in Section 2, considering various 
functions we derive a variety of lower and upper bounds for different types of 
Q-decision trees (Lemmas 2.1-2.3). In Section 3 we completely separate the complex- 
ity classes defined by polynomial-size ordinary, nondeterministic (i.e. disjunctive), co- 
nondeterministic (i.e. conjunctive), parity, and alternating decision trees (Theorem 
3.1), and we prove (Theorem 3.2) that, for each k> 1, the complexity classes .YYk_b7, 
.9 IIX.DTV ~Ydk.DT defined by polynomial size Ck- , flk- and A,-decision trees are different 
from each other and strictly more powerful than the classes dZx_,_nr, ./P,,,_,.nr, 
;pd,_ ,.DT. 
1. Polynomial-size R-decision trees 
A decision tree (DT) is a directed binary tree, whose leaves are labelled by Boolean 
constants and whose inner nodes are labelled by Boolean variables taken from a set 
X={x,,..., x,}. An Q-de cwoyl tree T is a decision tree some of whose inner nodes are 
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labelled by Boolean functions w~s2 from a set 0 G B, of 2-argument Boolean 
functions instead of Boolean variables. The Boolean values assigned to the leaves of 
T extend recursively to Boolean values associated with all nodes of Tin the following 
way: if the successor nodes ua, vi of a node u of T carry the Boolean values &,, 6, and if 
v is labelled by a Boolean variable xi we associate with u the value 6, (6,) iff Xi =0 
(xi= 1). If u is labelled by a Boolean function w then we associate with u the value 
w(6,,6,). Tis said to accept (reject) an input WE{O, l}” if the root of Tassociates with 
1 (0) under w. The function computed by an Q-decision tree T is the Boolean function 
that takes on the value 1 on those inputs accepted by T. 
Size(T) denotes the size of an Q-decision tree T, i.e. the number of inner nodes of T. 
Q-DT(f) denotes the minimal size of a decision tree that computes the function f; 
Q - DT( f) = min { Size( T) ) T is an Q-decision tree for f }. 
By virtue of the usual correspondence between binary languages A E (0, l} * and 
sequences { fn f of Boolean functions &lB,,, namely, 
WEA iff JWl(w)=l, 
a sequence { Tn} of Q-decision trees is said to accept a Ianguage A c (0, l}* if, for all 
MN, T, computes the characteristic function of the nth restriction A” of A, i.e. 
A”= An (0, 1)“. 
By 9o_or, Q E Ei2, we denote the class of languages acceptable by (sequences of) 
polynomial-size Q-decision trees. 
In full analogy to the classification of Q-branching programs given in [lo, 111 we 
can prove the following theorem which completely classifies Q-decision trees. Recall, 
a sequence of Q-decision trees { T, > and a sequence of R’-decision trees { TL} are said 
to be computationally equivalent if they accept the same language and if there are 
constants c, c’ such that 
c.Size(T,)dSize(Ti)<c’.Size(T,) for all n. 
Theorem 1.1. For each sequence of Q-decision trees, Q c B,, there is a computationally 
equivalent sequence of Q-decision trees with 
Q’=@ Q’={ v }, .a’={ A }, Q’={@}, or Q’={ v, A}. 
In particular, we obtain Corollary 1.2. 
Corollary 1.2. There are at most five complexity classes related to polynomial-size 
Q-decision trees, Q L B2: 
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Thesejve classes are related in the,followiny manner: 
C&decision trees with Q= { v }, ( A }, ( @ > and ( v, A } are called disjunctive, con- 
junctive, parity and alternating decision trees, respectively. 
The various decision tree complexities of a Boolean function are related to certain 
depth-2 formula sizes of this function. Recall, a disjunctive normal.form over the set of 
variables (x1, x2, . , x,} is the disjunction of conjunctions over the corresponding set 
of literals (i.e. the set of variables and their negations). Similarly, a conjunctive normal 
form is a conjunction of disjunctions over the literals. By analogy we define a parity 
normal form to be the parity over conjunctions of literals. Note the difference between 
a parity normal form of a Boolean functionf and its ring-sum-expansion. The latter is 
unique (since it disallows negations of variables), while the former is not. 
The appropriate complexity measure of such normal form representations of 
a Boolean function is their length, which is defined to be the number of literals 
occurring in them. Let us denote by DNF(f), CNF(f), and PNF(f) the minimal 
length of a disjunctive, of a conjunctive, and of a parity normal form of J respectively. 
As usual, we denote by L(f‘) the fan-in-2 formula size off: 
We can add the following inequalities relating DT-complexities and certain formula 
sizes to those given by Wegener in [15, 163. The proof is an easy exercise. 
Proposition 1.3. 
Let f~5, be a Boolean function. Then the.following inequalities hold: 
(i) DNF(f)bn~{ v }-LIT(f) and ( v f-DT(f)<2~DNF(f), 
(ii) CNF(f)<n. ( A }-DT(f) and { A }-DT(f)<2.CNF(f), 
(iii) PNF(f‘)<n.{ @}-LIT(f) and [@}-DT(f)62.PNF(f), 
(iv) L(f)<3.{ A, v J-LIT(f) and { A, v }-DT(f)d2.L(f). 
If we denote by S’u,,, YPCNF, YPPNF the complexity classes of all languages with 
polynomial-size disjunctive, conjunctive, and parity normal forms we can restate 
Proposition 1.3 as follows. 
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Corollary 1.4. 
(9 91 v )-DT=~DNF, 
cii) ppi A )-DT=~)CNF, 
(iii) Y (@I/-DT=~PNF, 
(iv) Ppi h, v )_DT = ,4”%?‘. 
(,C”W ’ denotes the class of languages accepted by polynomial-size (fan-in-2) formulas.) 
2. Lower and upper bounds 
Let par,,~ El, and t,, ,, _ 1 E El,1 be defined as follows. The parityfunction par, takes on 
value 1 on those input vectors x that contain an odd number of ones. tn,n_l is the 
function defined on n2 variables arranged in an n x n matrix that takes on value 1 on 
those inputs x that contain at least n- 1 ones in each row. Finally, let f,EE1 +n+n2 be 
the function defined by 
fn(-x,Y,z)=xApparJy) v ix A &,.-r(z). 
Due to Proposition 1.3 upper and lower bounds on the sizes of the appropriate 
normal form representations of the functions par,, t,,,_ 1 and fn provide upper and 
lower bounds on the corresponding decision tree complexities. 
Lemma 2.1. 
(i) DNF(t,,,_l)=n”=2R(““og”), 
(ii) CNF(t,,.-,)Ga’(n- l), 
(iii) PNF(t,,,_ 1)~:n”/22”=2R(n”o~n). 
Proof. (i): Since t,, n _ 1 is monotone, DNF( t,, n _ 1 ) can be estimated by the number of 
prime implicants of tn,n-l which is n”. 
(ii) follows’from the observation that f,,,_ 1(x)= 1 if and only if in each row of x, 
any pair of entries contains at least one value 1. 
(iii) can be obtained by means of Razborov’s approximation technique [14] for 
circuits of bounded depth. The method makes extensive use of the isomorphism 
BnZFz[Xl,X2 ,..., X,]/{(Xi’Xf)li=l,..., PI} 
In the sequel we do not distinguish at all between the function and the polynomial. 
Let p(r), reN, be the subspace of all polynomials of degree not larger than r. For 
J SEE,, G G IB, let 
P(fT Y)’ #IQE{O, l)“lf(a)#67(a)) 
be the usual Hamming distance for Boolean functions, and let 
PM G)=minp(f, g). 
!loG 
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Let C be a conjunction of k literals. If k&r then CEP(r) and p( C, P(r))=O. If 
k>r then #C-‘(1)=2”~k<2”P’-1. Thus, p(C,$(r))<p(C,0)<2”-r-1. Hence, 
p(C, P(r))b2”-rm1 in both cases. If f is the sum of m conjunctions of literals, 
f=Ci OC,o...oC,,thenp(f;P(r))dp(C,,~(r))+p(C,,$(r))+...+p(C,,[FD(r)) 
and, consequently. p( .f; P(r)) < rn. 2”-‘- ‘. Hence, we have 
(*I PNF(f)>p(f; P(r)).T+l-“, for all ,fEB, 
which is a special case of Razborov’s Lemma 1 [14]. 
The main idea behind estimating p(f; P(r)) is to associate the so-called intersection 
matrix to ,I; the rank of which (over E,) yields a lower bound for p(f, P(r)) under 
certain conditions. More precisely, let A G {0, I}” be a set of input vectors. For x, YEA 
let x A y=(x, A~,,.x~A~ 2, . . .._ Y, A y,). MA(f) is the #A x #A matrix with entry 
,f(.~ A y) in row x and column y. In [12, 141 the following property of the linear map 
MA is proved. 
(**) !f,for all x, YE A the number of’ ones in x A y exceeds r then, for any fE El,,, 
p(J Wr))>rankM?L(,f)). 
Here, L is the linear isomorphism 
L:B, - b, L(f)(x)= 0 .f(Y). 
B < J 
For t,,,_ 1 we choose 
A,, = { XG{O, 1) ” / x contains exactly n - 1 ones in each row>. 
It suffices to compute L( t,.,_ 1) merely on those inputs that appear as an intersection 
x A\Y of two inputs in A,,. Since tn,n_l is monotone, L(t,,,_,) vanishes on inputs 
outside of 1 n.;_l(*). If tn.n_l(Z)=l f or ZEA, then t,,,_,(y)=1 for some ydz if 
and only if y=z. Hence, for .x, YEA,, L(f)(xr\y)=l iff .u=y. That means 
rank MAn( t n. n _ 1 ) = #A, = PI”. On the other hand, the number of ones in x A y is at least 
n(n-2) for x,y~A,. Combining (*) and (**) one gets 
the desired lower bound. D 
Lemma 2.2. 
(i) DNF(par,,)=n. 2”-l, 
(ii) CNF(par,) = II .2”- ’ , 
(iii) PNF(par,) = n . 
Proof. For (i) and (ii) see for instance [9]. (iii) is obvious. 0 
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Lemma 2.3. 
(i) DIVF(~,)=~~‘“‘, 
(ii) CNF(f,)=2*‘“‘, 
(iii) PNF(,f,) = 2*(n). 
Proof. Since par,, and t,.,_ 1 are subfunctions of fn, Lemma 2.3 immediately follows 
from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 0 
3. Separation results 
Theorem 1.1 and the bounds derived in the last section allow us to determine 
exactly the relations between the Q-decision tree complexity classes, a fact which 
seldomly happens in complexity theory. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) All the complexity classes b,,, gp: v :_DT, Pi ,, J_~T, P1o}_DT and 
~~^,“).DT dejined by polynomial-size Q-decision trees are direrent from each other. 
(ii) The classes 2: v :_DT, 9; A i_DT and 9;o;.~r are incomparable. Moreover, neither 
one nor the union of turo of them contains one of the others. 
(iii) The union of the classes P,,, 9: v j_DT, .Ppl ii I_DT and 9’; o )_DT does not exhaust all 
of .p; A.” ;-DT. 
Proof. First, one observes that 9bT, YPr o ;_bT and Pp( ,, , v ;_D~ = A 35 ’ are closed under 
complement, and that 9; v ;_nT and 9’; *. ]_uT = co@p( ,, )-or are not (Lemma 2.1). 
(i) and (ii) can be obtained from the various lower and upper bounds given in 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
Finally, (iii) is implied by Lemma 2.3 and by the obvious fact that f,~N@r = 
Figure 1 shows the relations between the complexity classes related to polynomial- 
size ordinary, disjunctive, conjunctive, parity, and alternating decision trees. 
It remains open whether there exist functions which have exponential decision 
tree complexity but polynomial Q-decision tree complexity for all B = { A >, { A } 
and {@I}. 
What is there to say about the influence of the number of alternations between, say, 
A -nodes and v -nodes in an alternating { A, v }-decision tree? In the following we 
show that (k + 1) alternations are strictly more powerful than k alternations. 
In order to do this we need some notation. Let T be an alternating { v , A )-decision 
tree, and let v be an arbitrary node of T. By l’(u) we denote the label of v in T, which is 
either a variable or an element of { A, v }. Let 
if l’(U)E{ v, A }, 
h (the empty word) otherwise. 
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Fig. I. Relations between the complexity classes related to polynomial-size Q-decision trees. 
Consider the following regular languages: 
z()=no :={A}, 
C,:={ v}*I7,_,, Uk:={ A i*Ck_r for k21. 
T is called a E,-decision tree (fl,-decision tree) if for all paths (uO, vr, . , v,) in T the 
concatenation I(v,)l(v,)... !(a,) belongs to Ck (I7,). If T is both a Ck- and a IZk- 
decision tree it is called a d,-decision tree. Let .Yrk_nT (Yflk_uT, gdk_n7) denote the class 
of languages acceptable by (sequences of) polynomial size .Z,-(I7,-, d,-)-decision trees. 
A straightforward inductive generalization of Proposition 1.3(i) and (ii) proves that 
Ck- and Z7,-decision trees are of the same computational power as Cx+r- and 
Ilki ,-formulas, respectively. While Ck- and lZ,-decision trees correspond in this way 
to certain bounded-depth circuits, d,-decision trees do not. Now, Theorem 3.1 proves 
the basic case. By reduction, from H&tad’s lower bound on the size of bounded-depth 
circuits over the basis { A, v > for par, [7] and from certain upper bounds for 
threshold functions [S] one obtains 
from which the announced results follow by standard techniques. 
Theorem 3.2. For each k 2 1, the complexity classes 9PZk_UT, 9,,I.DT and YPdx.nT de$ned 
by polynomial-size Ck-, Ilk- and Ak-decision trees, respectively, are dtrerent from each 
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other and strictly more powerful than the classes .Pzk_,.,,, 9,,k_,.DT and 9’_,_,.DT. 
Consequently, 
Moreover, we lzace 
Replacing H&tad’s lower bound by Razborov’s lower bound on the size of 
bounded-depth circuits over { A, @ ) computing the Majority-@*n&on [14] similar 
results can be obtained for the alternation of A -nodes and O-nodes in { A, @}- 
decision trees or the alternation of v -nodes and O-nodes in { v , @ )-decision trees. 
Since [ 111 
cy:, vl_DT=.~‘n,0)_D7=~P:V,0:_DT (=u~‘%:‘) I 
these separations are of the same interest as those of Theorem 3.2. 
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